A list of points of interest for visitors of the 17th European Conference on Eye Movements 2013
v.1.0

We can all get a bit “conference weary” after listening to too many talks, and the brain needs a little
pause from all the scanpath comparisons, linear mixed-effects models and parafoveal-on-foveal effects.
In this document, we have collected a number of worthwhile locations for you to explore. They are
sorted into two categories: local (in Lund) and regional (e.g. in Malmö or even Copenhagen). Note that
you buy train fares before you get on the train, and you buy bus fares on the bus using a bank card (no
cash accepted).
Good luck and have fun!
Also, here is a simplified map of key services in Lund, should you need them.

Local 1 – Lund Botanical Gardens
A university botanical garden established in the 17th century. It now houses around 7000 species in an
area equivalent to 19 acres in central Lund.

Local 2 – The Museum of Life
A recently established medical-historical museum.
Local 3 – The Historical Museum
Located just between ECEM and the cathedral, this museum has many different types of collections,
but if focuses on local history.
Local 4 – Kulturen
A Cultural-historical and archeological museum with some modern exhibitions. This museum has
many different exhibitions and is definitely recommended.
Local 5 – Drottens museum
This is Lund's most well-hidden museum. It is the remains of a old
medieval church, and during the excavation they found remnants of a
wooden stave church from around 990 AD, believed to have been order
to be built by the Danish king Svend Tveskæg. Enter this museum via
Restaurant Gattostretto.
Local 6 – Lund Cathedral
A mandatory item on your sightseeing trip. Don't miss the medieval
clockwork, which rings every full hour.

Local 7 – Museum of Sketches
A museum of public art and the sketches and
prototypes leading up to these works. The works
are from the 30s and later.
Local 8 – Lundagård
Not exactly a place that needs to be pointed out
in order for people to find it, but do take time to
enjoy Lundagård, the area right outside the
ECEM venue. Have your lunch on the edge of
the fountain and perhaps have look inside the
university buildings surrounding it. To the left
of the University Building (the one with pillars
and sphinxes) is the King's House. This was a
one of the Danish king's houses in the 16th
century and later when this region was taken by
Swedish forces it became the house of Lund
University (all of it).
Local 9 – All Saints' Church
A church in the style of the derogatory term
“Eslövsgotik” (roughly: “poor man's gothic”) - a
neogothic church built with red bricks.
Regional 1 – Turning Torso, Malmö
The tallest building in Scandinavia. This spiraling skyscraper was designed by
architect Santiago Calatrava and was completed in 2005. Surrounding Turning
Torso was also an experimental area for design houses, now a quaint
residential area. Also, don't miss the beach (no sand though) here. Take a train
from Lund Central to Malmö Central, then take city bus number 2 (make sure
you get on the bus in the correct direction).
Regional 2 – Kärnan, Helsingborg
The remaining part of a Danish medieval fortress in the wonderful city of
Helsingborg. Take the train from Lund C to Helsingborg C (takes about 30
minutes for an “Öresundståg”). Follow the signs from the train station.
Regional 3 – Wonderful Copenhagen
(Photo by Mirko Junge)
The capital of Denmark is really close by and you perhaps even arrived using
Copenhagen Airport. There are many things to do here, not least enjoying a slightly more affordable
beer than compared to Swedish prices. Take the train from Lund C directly to Copenhagen C (takes
about 50 minutes). Don't forget the passport if you are not eligible to travel without it (only for Nordic
citizens and, in theory, EU citizens).
Regional 4 – Jakriborg, Hjärup
This curious area of the municipality of Hjärup was built with the aim to mimic an old medieval town.
The debate has been fierce whether it looks cool or just tasteless, but the people living there seem to
enjoy their unique area combining modern living with old style. Take a train from Lund C to Hjärup (it
takes about 5 minutes).

Regional 5 – Dalby Quarry
Take bus 6 (Skåneexpressen) from Lund Central towards Ystad (one-way ticket is SEK 30). Get off at
bus stop “Knivsåsen”. Walk towards the quarry using the map here. Don't forget bathing clothes and
take it easy. Dare devils may jump from the 11 meters high “Cliff of Elvis” (we assume no
responsibility for accidents of any kind).

Regional 6 – Lomma beach
Enjoy a sandy beach with a view to Denmark and the Öresund bridge. Take bus 139 from Lund C and
get off at Lomma bus station (takes about 20 minutes).
Regional 7 – Viking feud in Trelleborg
Are you here on Saturday the 17th as well? Swedish and Danish vikings showing off their warrior
skills will clash in Trelleborg. This event lasts from 11:00 to 16:00.
http://dv.destinationviking.com/public/viking-feud-2013
Take bus 165 from Lund C to Trelleborg Övre (about 1 hour). Then either walk to Trelleborgen or take
bus 2 there.
Regional 8 – Foteviken viking village
Another viking village, open every day between 10 – 16.
http://www.fotevikensmuseum.se/fotenet/info/hittahit
Take a train to Malmö C, then get on a regional bus (number 100) and get off at Höllviken Halörsvägen
(first stop after the town Vellinge). This takes about 1 hour.

